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1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 provided with an
ultrametric absolute value 1·1 for which it is complete. For all set D in K we
will denote by R(D) the K-algebra of the rational function h(x) E K(x) with no
pole in D. When D is closed and bounded, the algebra R(D) is provided with
the norm of the uniform convergence on D denoted by II • II D [Ed that makes
it a normed K-algebra. Its completion for that norm is then a K-Banach algebra
denoted by H(D), the elements of which are called the analytic elements on D
[Ks, A, E!, E2] .
A set D is said to be infraconnected if for all a ED, the closure of the set
{!x-al!aED} in IR is an interval. We know that a bounded closed set Dis
infraconnected if and only if H(D) has no trivial idempotent [E2] .
The main problem we will consider here is whether an analytic element whose
derivative is identically null on an infraconnected clopen (bounded) set D is
necessarily a constant function in D. We will also have to study when the
derivative is an analytic element. If it is so, is its Mittag-Leffler series the deriv-
ative series of the Mittag-Leffler series of the considered element? Asserting the
theorems requires to introduce a lot of definitions and notations.
For all a E K, r E IR + , d(a, r) denotes the disk {x E K Ilx - al ::5r}, d - (a, r) is
the disk {xEK!lx-al<r}, and C(a,r) is the circle {xllx-al=r}.
Let D be a bounded closed set of diameter R and let 15 be the disk d(a, r) with
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a ED. Then 15 \ D admits a partition by a unique family (Tj)je I where each T,
is a disk d - (aj, rj) and r, is maximal. The T, are called the holes of D .
Let T=d -(a,r) be a hole of D, and let R(T) be the algebra of the h(x)E
E R(K \ n such that limlxl_ao h(x) =O. R(T) is then provided with the norm
of the uniform convergence on K \ T and we will denote by il(n the Banach
v
algebra completed of R(T) for that norm.
v
We know that H(T) is the algebra of the Laurent series
such that
lim ( IA~I)=o .
n...... oo r
Now assume D is infraconnected closed and bounded. We have the Mittag-
Leffler theorem [K, R) for anfE H(D). There exists a unique sequence of holes
v
(Tn)ne IN· of D and a unique set of analytic elements (fn)ne IN ': with fn E H(Tn)
and fn '*0 and a unique fo E H(J5) such that the series L:= 0 fn converges to f in
H(D) and satisfies U~D=max (UO~D' SUPIlE !N' ~fnII K \ T)'
Here, we will call af-hole of D anyone of the holes (Tn)ne lN'
2. THEOREMS
The classical Theorem 1 is well known and it will be helpful:
THEOREM 1. Let L1 be a bounded closed infraconnected set in K and let
gEH(L1). Let (Tn)ne lN be the sequence of the g-holes of g on the infracon-
nected set L1 and let L1' =.J \ (U:=1 Tn)' Then g extends into an element
h e H(L1 ') such that ihL:t ,= ~gt1 '
It is well known and easily seen that an analytic element on an open set D
has a derivative at each point of D [R). Now we will look whenf' also belongs
to H(D).
In all of the following theorems and corollaries we denote by D a clopen
bounded infraconnected set of diameter R in K, by [JJ the set made of the
diameters of the holes ofD and the diameter R ofD and by A the lower bound
of flJ. We denote by f an element of H(D) by Q(f) the set made of R and the
set of the diameters of the f-holes ofD, and by (}(f) the lower bound of Q(f)'
Let fo + I::=I fn be the Mittag-Leffler series of f on D with fo E H(J5),
v
fn E H(Tn) (T; a f-hole of D) n E rN *.
THEOREM 2. Assume (}(f) > O. Then I' belongs to H(D) and satisfies
II f 'M :5 UiD
II liD (}(f)'
and the series L:= of~ converges to f ' in H(D).
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COROLLARY. Assume A>O. For all fEH(D), f' belongs to H(D) and
11f'IID~ UIID.
A
The main problem we have got to study is whether the infraconnectedness
characterizes the implication "f'(x) = 0 whenever xED=>f=Ct in D."
Actually, we find solutions to those problems in answering a more general
question: if f' belongs to H(D), does the series r.:~0f~ converge to f' in
H(D)?
THEOREM 3. The three following assertions are equivalent:
a) f' belongs to H(D)
b) the series r.:~of~ converges to f' in H(D)
c) the series r.:~of~ converges in H(D).
On the first hand, Theorem 3 helps us characterize the infraconnected clopen
bounded sets D such that all the elements g E H(D) have derivative in H(D).
THEOREM 4. A is different from zero if and only if for every g E H(D), g'
belongs to H(D).
On the second hand, Theorem 3 gives us the implication: if f'(x) = 0 for all
x E L1, then f is a constant, whenever L1 be a clopen infraconnected set and that
characterizes the infraconnected sets in the class of the clopen bounded sets.
However, that characterization does not hold any more when L1 is not supposed
to be closed as we will see in another article.
THEOREM 5. A clopen bounded set E is infraconnected if and only if for
every g E H(E) such that g'(x) = 0 for all x E E, g is a constant in E.
REMARK. The derivation clearly is not continuous in R(D). Like in the proof
of Theorem 5, consider a clopen bounded infraconnected set D with a sequence
of holes Tn=d-(bmrn) with limn~"" rn=O and take a sequence (An) in K such
that
. IAnl . IAnlhm - =0 and hm -2 = +00.
n-+oo rn n-oo rn
Clearly, the sequence
Angn=--
x-sb;
converges to 0 although the sequence s; does not converge. As a consequence,
the series r.:~1 gn has a derivative that does not belong to H(D).
However the following Theorem 6 will be helpfull in further articles.
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THEOREM 6. Suppose I' belongs to H(D). For every e> 0, there exists
heR(D) such that 11/-hIID~e together with 11/'-h'IID~e.
3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
Recall briefly the PROOF OF THEOREM 1.
Let g = r:=o gn be the Mittag-Lefflerian series of g on the infraconnected
_ v
set ..1 with goeH(L1) and gneH(Tn). For each nelN let hn= r;=ogj; then hn
v
clearly belongs to H(L1 '). Now gn+ 1e H(Tn+ 1) C H(L1') and by the Mittag-
Leffler Theorem Ilgn+dIK\Tn+I=llgn+dILl'=llgn+dILl hence Ilhn+1-hnII Ll,=
=Ilgn+dlLl and then the sequence b; does converge in H(L1') to an element h
which extends to g. Finally, IlhII Ll,= Ilgll =max (Ilgoll.a; sUPnEh'J. Ilgnllk\ T).
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Since D is open, it is well known and easily seen that
I has a derivative at each point of D (because in every disk d(a, r)CD, I(x) is
equal to a series r:=o An(x-a)n which converges for Ix-al~r) [R).
Now let (Tn) be the sequence of the I-holes of I in D and let D'=
=15\ (U:=l Tn)· By Theorem 1, leH(D') and II/IID'= II/IID. Thus we can
assume every hole of D is a I-hole.
Let aeD and let r(a) be the distance from a to K\D. In d-(a,r(a»/(x) is
equal to a series r:=o An(X- a)n convergent for Ix- al < r(a) and then I'(x) =
= r:=l nAn(x-a)n-l does satisfy
I ' 1 II/IIDI (x) I-s r(a) 1I/IId(a,r(a»~ r(a) .
On the other hand, by definition of r(a), we can see that for all e>°there
exists a j-hole T included in the disk d(a,r(a)+e). Then diam (T)~r(a)+e
hence f2(f) ~ r(a) +e. As that is true for all e> 0, clearly f2(f) -sr(a) hence
1/'(x)1~ II/IID.
f2(f)
Finally, this inequality is true for all xeD hence we obtain the inequality (l)
II/'IID~ ~~~.
Now let r:=oln be the Mittag-Leffler series of I in H(D) with loeH(15)
and IneH(Tn), In*O. It is well known that loeH(15) and in the same way
v
I~ e H(Tn) for each n e IN *. Then by (1) the series r:=oln clearly converges in
H(D) to a limit I. We just prove 1=1'. Indeed, let e be a positive number, and
let N(e)elN be such that Il/qIID~ef2(f) for q~N(e). Then 111'- r~=o/~IID~e
hence 1If'-/IID~e, and finally 1'=1; that ends the proof of Theorem 2.
DEFINITION. Let D be an infraconnected closed bounded set and let/eH(D).
Let T be a hole of D. By the Mittag-Leffler Theorem and by Theorem 1 there
v
is a unique hTe H(T) such that 1- hT extends to an element of H(DU T); hT
will be called the f-singular element associated to T with respect to D.
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The following proposition is then a direct consequence of the Mittag-Leffler
Theorem.
PROPOSITION. Let D and D' be two infraconnected closed bounded sets such
that D' C D. Assume there is a hole T ofD which is also a hole ofD'. For every
f e H(D), the f-singular element associated to T with respect to D has a re-
striction on D' that is the f-singular element associated to T with respect to D'.
NOTATIONS. For all aeK, r', r"elR:, with r'<r", we will denote by
F(a,r',r") the annulus {xeKlr'<!x-al<r"}, and by A(a,r',r") the annulus
{xeK Ir'=S; Ix-al sr"}.
LEMMA 1. Assume the series L.;=of~ converges to a limit h in H(D). Then
h(x) == f'(x) for all x e H(D).
PROOF. Let a be a point in D and let r> 0 be such that d(a, r) CD. For every
n e IN let gn == L.;=o fi, and let g;; be the restriction of gn to d(a, r). By Theorem
2, the sequence g;; converges to the restriction l' of I' to d(a, r) in H(d(a, r»
hence h(x) ==I'(x) for all x e dta, r). This is true for all a e D and that ends the
proof.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. First b) trivially implies a) and c). After, by Lemma
1, it is easily seen that c) implies b), and then it only remains to us to prove for
example a) implies b).
Let us assume a) is true and prove b). For every hole T of D, let fT (resp.
gT) be the f-singular element (resp. the f'-singular element) associated to T
with respect to D. Let '9 be the set of the holes T such that (/r)'*gT and let
§ be the set of the f-holes such that (fT)'=gT' If we can show that '9 =O,
Theorem 3 is clearly proven. Suppose then '9 *0.
All of the gT are null except maybe a countable family of them. The series
L./ES'gT and L.TE\9 gT obviously converge in H(D), and then
1'= L. (fT)' + L. gT'
TES' TE \9
By Lemma 1, the series L. TES' (fT)' is clearly equal to the derivative of
L.TES'/r· Let h= L.TE\9/r=f- L.TES'/r; then h'=f'- L.TES' (fT)'= L.TE\9gT·
Let !1l be the family of the diameters of the holes T that belong to '9, and
let 0 be its lower bound. Suppose 0> O. By Theorem 2, the series L. TE \9 f!r
converges to h', hence L. TE \9 fT is the Mittag-Leffler series of h' on D, hence
f!r=gT for all Te '9 and that contradicts the definition of '9. Hence 0=0.
Now, we will prove there exists a hole ff= d - (a, r) e '9 with an annulus
A(a, r,s) such that the set [JJ of the diameters (! of the f-holes included in
A(a, r,s) has a strictly positive lower bound. Indeed, suppose such a hole ffdoes
not exist. Then we can easily construct a sequence of f-holes Tn=d-(amrn)
with (1) rn.sl/n and (2) lan+l-anl=s;2In. For example, assume the sequence
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has just been constructed up to the rank q, satisfying (l) and (2) for n '5, q.
Since ff does not exist, then in .I1(aq, rq,21q) we can find a I-hole Tq+1 =
=d-(aq+lorq+l) with rq+I<21q+l and then the sequence is clearly con-
structed by induction in taking first any f-hole T1=d-(al' rl).
The sequence (Tn) clearly converges to a point wED and that contradicts
the hypothesis "D is clopen". Hence we have now proven the existence of the
I-hole ff with an annulus .I1(a, r, s) and a number 0> 0 such that every I-hole
TC.l1(a, r,s) satisfies (3) diam (T)~o.
Let !l! be that family of the I-holes included in A (a, r,s). Let I = ~TEfRIT; by
Theorem 2 the series ~TEfR (fr)' converges to I' in H(D).
Now let qJ = h -1-Iff. Clearly qJ belongs to H(D) and no hole T (of D) in-
cluded in d(a,s) is a qJ-hole. Hence qJ extends to an element of H«DUd(a,s».
In d(a, s),qJ(x) is equal to a Taylor series cP(x) E Hid, (a,s», hence cP' E H(d(a, s».
Thus in Dnd(a,s),qJ'(x) is equal to the series cP'(x) and then for every hole
T of D included in d(a,s) the qJ'-singular element associated to T with respect
to D is null.
On the other hand, qJ'=h'-I'-(fff)'= ~TE~gT- ~TEfR(fT)'-(fff)' and
then the qJ <singular element associated to ff with respect to D is gff - (fff)'::1= 0
so that we have a contradiction with qJ' E H(d(a, s», and that finishes proving
Theorem 3.
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. By the Corollary, if A> 0, every g E H(D) has its deri-
vative g' in H(D). Now let us assume that A= 0 and let us find a g e H(D) such
that g' does not belong to H(D). Let (Tn)ne IN' =(d - (an' rn»nelN' be a sequence
of holes such that limn~oo rn = O.
Now let (An)ne IN' be a sequence in K such that
. IAnl . IAnl11m - =0 and 11m -2 = +00.
n-co Tn n-oo Tn
We know that
and then the series
converges to a limit g in H(D) and for each n, the g-singular element of T;
with respect to D is obviously An/x-an' hence the Mittag-Leffler series of g
on D is
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Now suppose g' belongs to H(D). By Theorem 3, the series
An
- L 2
n=l (X-an)
must converge to g' in H(D). But
and that clearly shows the series
An
- L 2n~l (X-an)
does not converge in H(D). Theorem 4 is then proven.
PROOF OF THEOREM 5. It is well known that if E is not infraconnected, H(E)
has an idempotent u=t:O and 1 and then u(x)=O in a subset E, of E, while
u(x) = 1 in E2=E-E" hence u'(x)=O for all xeE (though u is not constant
in E).
Now suppose E is infraconnected, let g e H(E) be such that g'(x) =0 whenever
x e E and let us prove that g is a constant.
Let L:=o gn be the Mittag-Leffler series of g on E. Since g' is the null ana-
lytic element, the series L:=o (gn)' converges to zero in H(E) hence it is easily
seen that s;= 0 whenever n~ 1 and go is a constant in D, and that ends the
proof of Theorem 5.
PROOF OF THEOREM 6. Let d(a, r) = 15 and let g(x) = L:=o Am(x- a)me H(15).
For each qelN, let (g)q be the polynomial L~=oAm(x-a)m. Now let
T=d-(b, r) be a hole of D, and let
I(x) = i J.lm m;
m=1 (x-b)
for each qe IN *, let
q J.lm
(I)q = L ( _b)m
m=l X
Now let e be > 0 and let us find the he R(D) satisfying Theorem 4.
By Theorem 3, we have an integer N(e) such that
N(t) N(t)
(1) II L fn-fII D:5e and (2) II L f~-f'IID:5e.
n=O n=O
On the other hand we obviously have an integer Q(e) such that
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whenever n =0, ... , N(e) and then by (1) and (2) it is easily seen we have
N(£) 00
I ~ (fn)Q(£)-fIID~e and II ~ (f~)Q(£)-f'IID~e.
n=O n=O
In putting
N(£)
h = ~ (fn)Q(e)
n=O
we obtain the he R(D) we have been looking for.
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